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By Hank Kashdan
Editor
Situated
called the

rivers, forest, uncluttered beaches and
smoke spewing lumbermills is Humboldt
State College and its small-town country
atmosphere

college for the first

time
will
encounter
many
new
experiences, commitments and freedoms,
both socially and academically.

The staff of the Lumberjack
and the
Freshman Orientation Program have tried

to include in this special edition of the
Lumberjack
information
which
new
students
might
find
helpful
in
understanding
what
Humboldt
State
College is all about.
Students fhay feel lucky that they’ve

been accepted to attend HSC, as four out
of five persons were turned away, making

HSC proportionally the most popular of
the 19 California State Colleges according

to

Director

of

Clancy.
Humboldt

place

to

go,

Admissions

State

College

President

parents

might

never have

in.
“i of Activities H. Edward Simmons
who is also a frequent counselor said

behind what is commonly
“redwood curtain,” amidst

Students entering

some

allowed students to even consider taking

Donald
is

an

Cornelius

G.
“in”

H.

Siemens said in his annual HSC report.
“It seems
only
yesterday
we were
working to build our attendance with

quality students and now we're having to
turn then away.
Nicest of all
Humboldt State is the nicest of the
state
colleges
according
to
“The
Underground Guide to the College of

Your

Choice,”

bookstores.
The book

now

available

at

says qualities which

local

pressure to expand much more rapidly to

make

7,000 or 8,000 students.”
Housing critical
“Off-campus housing remains a critical

HSC a fine place are: ‘“‘numerous outlets
for creativity, dorms that look like four
story ski lodges, people are into nature,
expensive wardrobes are unnecessary, 90
percent smoke dope [A Lumberjack poll
revealed that marijuana smokers total
only about 53%] and there are lots of
really far out forests and mountains.”

The

college

Offered
offers a total

of

43

bachelor’s
degrees
and
19
masters
programs in all areas of the liberal arts,
natural
resources
and sciences, with
department sizes ranging from a small 60
students to almost 350 students.
Because of its unique locale HSC was
designated to provide special studies in
natural resources, by the state college
board of trustees, and is the only state
college offering degrees in that subject.

In all except the past three years HSC
was

considered

dominated
“straights.”

by
The

a

conservative

readily
college’s

problem in our small community and we
have
been
able
to
convince
the
powers-that-be that it would work a real
hardship
and
cause
a_
serious
disadvantage
to
both
students
and
community
residents for us to allow
uncontrolled expansion,”’ he said.
Siemens said maximum enrollment will

be 9,000 by 1978.
The

major

problem

students is likely
adequate housing at
enroliment climbs
When construction

often didn’t fill to its maximum capacity.
This year HSC is expected to have
6,200 full time students. Siemens said
“We
have
been
under
considerable

new

lack of
cost. As
scarce.
freeway

starts, more bedspaces will be eliminated.

New on-campus housing scheduled for
completion before fall 1972, will add
only 220 new bedspaces. There are no
plans for immediate construction of new
off-campus housing, so the situation will
get worse before it gets better.

college

identifiable
enrollment

confronting

to be the
a reasonable
housing gets
of the new

New Morals

besides “having to learn how to survive
academically, socially new students will
face all kinds of problems.”

“The
whole
drug
scene”
and
“challenges in sexuality” will face each
new student he said. “The value systems
they've been raised on will be tested.”

Services Available
Many services, such as birth control
and venereal disease information are
available
both
on
and off campus,

counseling, financial aids, part-time jobs
and other services for the students come

from many on-campus outlets.
Out of class recreation is plentiful at
HSC, both on and off campus. Whether

its a walk in HSC’s 300 acres of forest

behind the college, or a pack trip in the
Trinity Alps about 60 miles east of HSC,
the scenery is the nicest in California.
Frisbee Throwing
Sports
like
hunting, < fishing,
backpacking, beachcombing and frisbee
throwing are favorites. Several ski resorts
are close. On the rare sunny days many

people play frisbee in Arcata’s downtown
square, strum guitars in Sequoia Quad or
flock to local beaches to watch a majestic

For most new students the prospect of
college will mean leaving their parents for

sunset.
Activities on campus include numerous

the
first
environment

plays produced
by the theater arts
department, frequent big name concerts
and sports events throughout the year.

time,
and

responsibilities,

entering
a
finding many

morals

and

new
new

experiences
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President Cornelius H. Siemens

.
,
‘
ASB President Arnie Braafladt
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you
to Humboldt State. | am taking this opto encourage

portunity

your

concern

and

participation in student affairs on this
campus.
| have felt deep frustration during the last
two years because of consistently poor
election turnout, the average being approx imately

cent.

per

25

Please

consider

the

following:
directly
Student government
ONE.
of
dollars
million
a
controls a quarter of
inTo
MONEY).
student monies (YOUR
fluence budget priorities you must naturally
Student
for
or run
vocal,
be
vote,
Legislative Council (SLC).
TWO. Student government has a voice in
policy in almost every phase of the college
administration
(admissions
curriculum,
etc.).
THREE.
The SLC and the student
president are the only representative
student entities able to comment on county,
state or national policy. This credibility,
because of poor election turnout, is being
challenged by certain members of the State
Board of Trustees.
Further,
| cannot overstate the importance

of

my

involvement,

as

student

president, in the affairs of this state. Too
often we fail to realize that the legislature in
Sacramento and the Board of Trustees in
Los

Angeles

contro!

quite

directly,

the

quality of life on each campus. Presently
legislation is pending in Sacramento that
will enable us to set up a state college
student lobby, legislation that was sought
despite repeated refusals by the State Col-

lege

Board

of

Trustees

to

recommend

change.
In the last year the state college system
has suffered innumera ble budget disasters.

Construction on many campuses has been
frozen,

library

Opportunities

funds

Program

cut,

Educational

has been slashed

completely out of the budget on this campus, foreign students tuition has been increased to an often
unbearable
rate
e
resulting in a state-wid
foreign student
exodus and not least significantly, state
college faculty have been cut by 250 desp ite
an enroliment increase of 20,000.
Unfortunately, these budget deletions will
adversely affect the quality of the education
you will receive and the totality of the
campus. The Governor’s vetoes seem part
of a self-defeating sfrategy—although an
accelerated, mechanical education seems
to be desired by the Governor, some of these
budget deletions will undoubtedly hinder
your
educational
progress,
possibly
delaying your graduation.
| invite you to confer with me regardiess
of the topic or problem. | urge you to accept
the challenge that California higher
education faces today, a challenge that is
mine and yours. Please participate!

For the first time
in ten
college
generations of four years each, | will not be
on a California campus for fall opening. |
will miss the excitement of breaking in a
new year. Especially will Mrs. Siemens and
1 miss the Humboldt scene.
About the time you read this we should
have completed a tour of Eastern Europe
and be motoring across Germany toward
England. A goodly part of my leave will be
taken up with visits to the so-called new
universities of Great Britain, including the
innovative ‘‘open university.’’ | want to find
out if our cousins have developed some
really new and effective solutions for our
common

college

problems:

governance,

admissions,
teaching
methods,
requirements, exams, etc.
After England we will alternate between
enjoying some selected European creative
arts and cuisine and visiting the best
universities of Germany, France, Austria
and Spain. In particular, | want to witness
first-hand how our state college students get
along at the campuses included in our international program, namely the universities of Heidelberg, Aix en Provence,
Granada and Madrid.
To the one-quarter student body that is

Orientation Director Don Pauli
The idea of orienting freshmen at HSC
began in 1954.
It has grown from a ‘‘Frosh Camp” with
beanie caps and organized games, which
was primarily a social orientation, into a
more sophisticated program with an
academic and social balance.
Our program is a year long project
completely

The

welcome to Humboldt. Our wish for your
college success takes on a more significant
and serious meaning this year. For each
new student, two qualified applicants were
denied admission. I’m sure you get the

director,

picture

and

will

make

the

most

of

your

campus

taking

shape—also

two

parking

lots. Enjoy! These may be followed by a
long dry spell.
If the effort and planning put out by your
ASB officers, especially President Arnie
and your new ASB Manager Roger, is a
good measure, the student body operations
and activities should go smoothly. Also, my
new assistant, HSC graduate Ear! Meneweather, is on the job and will welcome all
comers to discuss personal and campus
problems. Don’t expect miracle answers, at
least until Earl has had time to rediscover
Humboldt after a considerable absence.

| will

be thinking

about

Fal!

Quarter

run.

Freshmen

administrative group.

new, let me give an official if not personal

opportunities. But if you discover that
Humboldt is not for you, please give up your
place to someone on the waiting list.
All students have been alerted to the
financial squeeze hampering our instructional program. Your full coopera tion
and understanding is needed. Our resources
are being allocated as fairly and in the
most effective way possible. However,
because of federal loans and fortuitous
conditions you will have the pleasure of
watching four major additions to the

student

Orientation is a self sufficient program,
autonomous from any other student or
director each
who

in

year

turn

chooses

chooses

a

a new
steering

committee. This committee then chooses
counselors from students who applied for
the job of counselor.
Counselors are usually chosen during
winter quarter.
All selected counselors attend meetings
once a week during spring quarter in
preparation for meeting all new students in
September.
After training sessions counselors should
be able to answer questions new students
might ask or be able to know where to go for
the information.
FOP has grown into a $7,000 yearly
program

which gives students an intensive

three-day transition into college life.
FOP 1971 is the second year of a dramatic
change
from
the old
‘Frosh
Camp”
tradition.

This year’s FOP is hoped to be one of
more relevance to students. With college
life and the campus growing in complexity
in the past years, FOP has had to change to
meet the increasingly different student
demands.
The steering committee has worked
during the entire past year trying to make
this program one which will help all freshmen understand Humboldt State College in
both its academic and social activities.
| hope this year’s program will meet your

ees

happenings at Humboldt from afar and
wishing each of you the best that college life
can offer.

dedeededeteedetedeteteteeteseeteseseetesedesedetetetedetesedetetecetececesecedecesecetetetesees

Editor’s Note
This special edition of the
Lumberjack is designed to
help new students understand
the
way
Humboldt
State

College

functions

both

socially and academically.
The
Lumberjack _ staff,
Freshmen
Orientation
Program
staff
and
the
Student Legislative Council
all provide funding for this
publication.
We
sincerely
hope
this
issue
has
fullfilled
its
intended purpose.
Regular publication of the
Lumberjack
will
start on
October 6.

oe.
*
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The Editor's Viewpoint

What is a college education?
There’s more than academics
College offers more than just a place to go to get a
high paying job or an education which is supposed to
make you smarter than the average American. In-

deed many of those ideas are now dead.

College is a place where you'll be free from the
restrictions of your parent’s constant supervision or
for many, free from the requirements of a full time

job.
The experience college will offer
includes only the education to help you
in society. You may find you don’t
member of society from your college

you no longer
to take a place
want to be a
experience.

Now that so many Americans have graduated from
college and now that so many people are needing
work, your degree will mean less as a credential for
work. What college can offer you in the job market in
many cases is nil and in most cases is little.

Though

much of your time will be spent in class,

your greatest experience will probably come from out
side of the classroom.
Living on your own and having

the opportunity

to

take part in whatever you want, however much you
want is the major experience you’Il encounter, be it in
drugs, sex, God or whatever activities you should be

turned on to.
Don’t let the influences or laws of society guide you

through college, there’s your head to follow.
If you want

to experience

drugs

or sex

or other

controversial methods of living, and are fully aware
of the consequences you can bring on yourself, then
these experiences are easily available.
Here at Humboldt we have a special opportunity to
find

ourselves.

Having

nature’s

prime

scenery

all

around has helped many to find out what they want in
or out of society.
During your stay at Humboldt there are certain
qualities of life in college we urge you to be aware of.
There can be no doubt that college life is an experience you’ll never have

again.

When you’re through with college most likely your
financial support will be through with you. Once out of
college you‘!! have to make it on your own. This is the

major example of the “‘ivory tower’’ effect college
has on people. The world just doesn’t work like
college does.
In many cases what the instructors teach is as
unreal as college is, since they make their lives out of
teaching in college their experience in the real world
is probably as limited if not more so than your own.
Occasionally you might find an instructor who tells
you “the way it is’’ with his lecture notes which are
brown around the edges from being used so many
years without change.

Then there are also the excellent faculty members,
the ones who care about their students, and the
quality people we are losing due to budget cuts, or
because they stick their necks out to take part in
issues which concern the students even if the issues
aren‘t in the instructor’s subject of teaching.
As our state college budget continues to get cut, our
needed facilities are not being built and our faculty
gets smaller. in all the state colleges there will be 250
less faculty members and 20,000 new students this
year.
This is the situation you'll be facing. A free atmosphere where the variety of experiences you can
take part in will be completely up to you, where the
education you'll receive is slowly disintegrating due
to budget cuts and where tuition is probably right
around the corner as a result.

A common

sight

are teepee
across
the

in

Humboldt

for that is the most important education you can ever

hope to get.
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Parks Lumber Company contributes ihe
eye smarting haze. Just after this
picture was taken on September 8, at 4
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Humboldt County Air Pollution Control
office by the Lumberjack. A spokesman
for the office said all mills are allowed
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Obviously there is the good and bad of college life.
We have a beautiful environment which can help to
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bad things in stride.
We hope that Humboldt’s college life will help you
to understand yourself and what you want out of life,
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Where to go if you...
oo GF@ pregnant

If you think or know you are
pregnant there are two main
places
you
can
go
for

information
family

concerning

planning

tests,

and abortions.

For pregnancy tests, perhaps

‘the best place is the Student
Health Service on campus. For
non-students,
tests
obtained
at
the
Medical Center, but

can
be
Humboldt
there is a

charge

who

for

persons

can

afford it. The center is located at
2200 Harrison
Ave., Eureka.
Telephone 443-4511.
For women who are pregnant

and want family planning advice,
Humboldt County has a family
planning center located at the
Humboldt
County
Medical
Center.
Women
must
make
appointments through the Public

birth control pills prescriptions
and fitting for diaphragms are
offered
through
the
health
center.
The Family Planning Center
in Eureka offers contraceptives,
but appointments must be made
in advance and usually takes at
least a month before the woman
can visit the center. Women may
make appointments by calling
445-7696.

oooOOd

As budget cuts continue, the
financial aids office is probably
one of the hardest hit. However,
thereis aid available for needy
students, and most loans and
some
scholarships
must
be
applied for through the office.

Health Department located 805
6th

St.,

Eueka,

or

call

at

445-7696.
Charges
for
visiting
the
planning center are $5.00 for the
first visit. But if the woman
can’t afford it, there is no
charge.
“Nobody
is _ turned
away,”
a health
department
spokesman said.
For
information
on
legal

abortions

the

campus

money

health

center can offer the necessary
information, as can the family
planning center.
If you think you could be
pregnant from very recent sexual
intercourse, morning after pills
are available through the health
center.

Dr. Charles Yost said pills are
usually given within 24 hours
after the intercourse, but that
they can sometimes be effective
up to 72 hours.

ooneed “The Pill”
If you want contraceptives or
birth control information, the
student
health
center offers
several types of contraceptives,
and
practically
all types of
information.
Dr. Charles Yost, director of
the student health center said

To find out about eligibility
for certain types of financial aid
or what type of aid is available,
you can go to the office which is
on the first floor of Nelson
Hall’s west wing.
Applications

for

federally

insured loans, available to all
students, can be obtained from
the office.

ooeGre Sick
Humboldt
State College is
fortunate to be one of the few
state
colleges
that
has
an
on-campus health center, staffed
with doctors.
If you’re sick or have other
health problems, you can brave
the lines of students at the
center Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
After hours, if emergency care
is required, go to the emergency
room
of any
of the
local
hospitals.
The health center dispenses
some
medications
and
most
routine immunizations free of
charge. Costly drugs may be
obtained from a local pharmacy
with
a
health’
center
prescription.
The health center does not
give specialized care, such as

For a complete line
auch es

Love, Bonnie Bell,

treatment

eye

or

oo want counseling
Personal problems are not the
only kind dealt with at HSC’s
counseling center.

Besides maintaining a staff to
deal with most every type of
personal problem, counseling for
problems concerning marriage,
education,
drugs,
selective
service,
foreign students and
vocations is available.
Several encounter groups are
offered each quarter, and are
open to all students.
The center provides a limited
amount
of draft counseling,
cooperates
with
the housing
office on
counseling in the
residence
halls and _ provides
consultive services to the college
faculty.
The center is located at 1794
E St. and the telephone number
is 826-3236.

All files are kept confidential.

ooowant a job

rods

are

Many students will say the
hardest thing to get in Humboldt
County is a job. The placement
and career guidance center tries
to make the searching easier.
Part-time jobs are hard to find
but
many
are.
available
throughout the school year, and
most can be obtained through
the placement center.
More part-time jobs can be
obtained through the housing
office, for jobs in the dorms.
The placement center also
maintains
waiting
lists
for
students wishing jobs during the
summer
with various campus
offices.
If you want career guidance
and placement, you can also
receive help through the center.
The
placement
office
is
located in the west wing of
Nelson Hall.

ooeG@t drafied
As often happens you might
check your mail and find a
notice
from
your
selective
service
board
that
you
are
classified 1-A (can be drafted at
any time] or you might be
called for your pre-induction
physical.
If this happens immediate
action is necessary. Go to the
office of admissions and records
and make sure your student
deferment
forms
were
completed [if you applied for
one] or fill one out.
If you are unavailable for a
student deferment, or just don’t
know what to do, counseling is
available from Russ Munsell or
Don Lutosky in the counseling
center located at 1794 E St. The
phone number is 826-3236.

Draft

of named brand cosmetics

counseling

is

| TRACY’S

also

and seviiors

neck and neck

“

eooneed an advisor

the president had to make a
decision.
The chairman is Dr. Robert A.
Rasmussen, assistant professor
of botony. To contact him with
your complaint, call 826-3260
or go to science complex 358.

Frequently you're going to
have to find out exactly what all

...need housing

available
at
the
Youth
Educational
Services
office
located on Preston Ave., behind
the Library. The phone number
is 826-3340.

those complicated requirements
in the college catalog mean. To
do this you'll need an advisor.
Finding an advisor, usually a
faculty
member,
can
be
a

confusing process since different
departments
have
different
procedures. In some you can
find your own advisor and in
other departments each student
has one assigned. Find out by
contacting the department of
your major.
If you are unsure of your
major, contact an instructor you
think is knowledgeable in the
college requirements. The office
of academic affairs advises that
this instructor be in a field of
your possible major.

eochave complaints
If

you

unfairly

think

treated

you've

by

Like many HSC students you
are
likely
to
have
serious
problems
finding
adequate
housing at a reasonable cost.
As more students arrive at
HSC,
available
bed
spaces

decline.
often

Finding a place to live
requires

many

methods of searching.
The

Student

different
Legislative

Council has set up an off-campus
housing office which maintains a
listing of currently
available
housing, as well as offering some
types
of
al
advice
and
investigation
for students who
feel they have been mistreated.

The office’s director is Brent
Howatt,

a graduate

student

to the Jolly Giant Commons or

call 826-3770.

been

a faculty

member or other member of the
college staff, there is a board set
up to investigate your complaint
and take appropriate action.
The Joint Student Faculty
Review Board has a membership

of a faculty chairman [no vote},
two
faculty
members,
one
member from student personnel
services, and three students.
Gary
E.
Frederickson,
assistant dean of students, is the
board
member
from student
personnel services. The board’s
ultimate
power
is
a
recommendation
to
the
president for his final decision,

but Frederickson said he hoped
most
faculty
members
and
students
would
accept
the
board’s recommendation before

7 days
a week
serves breok(est

“ON THE PLAZA”
in Arcata

Phone 822-1717 for free prescription delivery
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EEE

~-
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work,

dental

other such care.
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What you need to know

Academic requirements of HSC
Students may add a course at
any
time during the quarter
before the last two weeks, with
permission of the instructor.
Any course may be dropped
before the last two weeks of the
quarter.
Permission
of
the
instructor is not required to
a
a course.
the course
is dropped
within the first three weeks of a
quarter no permanent record is
made. After three weeks, if the
student is failing the class -

drop

will

failure.
entered

be

recorded

A mark of “W” will for students who were

passing at the time of a drop.

Women
who
get
married
should notify admissions and

fat

the

registrar’s

window] of their new name.
New addresses should also be
given
to
this
office
when
students move.

Unit load regulations
There are no limits to how
many units students may take,

except

for

first

quarter

freshman, who are allowed no
more than 17'2 units. Students
on probation are urged by the
office
of admissions
and
records to take no more than 12
units.

Changing of catalogs
New students entering HSC
for the first time, or after
missing a quarter, must fulfill

the requirements of the current
catalog.
When

a

student

breaks

his

continuous
attendance’
or
changes majors, he must fulfill

the requirements of the current
catalog which may not be his
entering catalog.
It a student does not break
continuous attendance, he may
choose
between
his entering
catalog or the current catalog.

Draft deferments
A

student

different

can

obtain

two

types of student draft

5

deferments.

To receive a [1-S deferment a
student must complete a certain
amount of units each year.
Due to legislation pending in
the
United
States
Congress
Registar William Arnett said his
office will discontinue issuing
11-S deferments for incoming
freshman.
The pending legislation will

phase

out

for

I-S

he

will

be

undergraduate

deferments. Should the bill be
passed, only upperclassmen in
good standing will continue to
be eligible for deferments until
they graduate, reach the age of
24 or cease to make satisfactory
progress.
To receive a 1-S deferment the
student
must
already
have
received his induction notice.

Units can be obtained for
almost any
type of learning
experience,
providing
an
instructor agrees to sponsor the
student.
The classes listed as 199 under
each
department’s
class
offerings, require that a student
receive
permission
from
an
instructor to take part in any
type of independent study.
One student last academic
year
received
credit
for
hitchhiking around the United
States and presenting a paper on
his social experiences.

Disqualification
If a student’s grades fall below
certain
standards
he
may
automatically be dropped from
college.
A lower division student (less
than 90 units completed | will be
disqualified if he falls 23 or
more grade points below a 2.0
average
in either cumulative
units or units completed at HSC.
If a student has between 90
and
135
units
[junior]
completed he will be disqualified
if his grade point average falls
than

13 points below

Academic probation

Credit/no credit

deferred until September 1972.
Necessary
forms
may
be
obtained
from
the office of
admissions and records.

more

credit courses in a quarter.

required level.

Independent study

Name changes
records

applies

credit-no credit which aren’t
listed on the course offering list.
Students may take only one
optional credit-no credit class
per quarter. He may take any
number of mandatory credit/no

disqualification,
for
reinstatement.
In most cases, reinstatement
will be granted only after a lapse
of at least one quarter and if the
applicant presents evidence that
he can
earn
grades
at the

To receive a I-S deferment the
student must enroll in summer
session classes.
The
deferment
is
only
available once, and covers a 12
month period starting from the
beginning of his studies in an
academic year.
Here is an example: A student
enrolls in classes in September
1971. He receives his induction
notice in March 1972. When he

Some classes in almost every
department may be taken on a
credit /no credit basis.
A student taking a class on
this option will receive units for
passing the class, but no grade. A
student who fails to pass the
requirements of a class receives
no
record
of
the
failure
anywhere in his permanent grade
point average. In other words, if
he fails the class there are no
units recorded.
Here are some facts about
credit/no credit that students
should be aware of:
Each instructor establishes the
procedures of credit-no credit in
the class, with concurrence of
the department chairman.
Courses available for credit-no
credit will be marked on the
course list offerings. In addition,
some
classes
can
be _ taken

Before
a student
can
be
dropped
from
college he is
placed on probation.
A
student
is placed
on
academic probation if either his
cumulative grade point average
or his grade point average at
HSC falls below a 2.0.
A student is removed from
probation
when he
earns a
cumulative grade point average
of 2.0.

Credit by examination
Students who feel they are
knowledgeable enough in the
subject of a required class, may
avoid taking the class by passing
an examination.
Students who do this will
receive full credit for the class,
though
attendance
is
not
required.
To fulfill eee
this

ew rm muita your + GPA
A student’s grade point average is likely to be the most
important aspect of his college duration. Admission to other
colleges, graduation from college and many types of achievements
are based on a high G.P.A.
Here is how to compute a G.P.A.:
Assume that a student is taking four classes for a total of 14
units. English 1A, History I and Biology I, all for four units each,
and Health Education for two units.
The student receives an “I in English, “C* in History, “ A“ in
Biology and “C* in Health Education.
Each

unit,

of a class receives a certain amount of grade points

depending on the grade received:

LEVIS
UNLIMITED!

the

situation

G.P.A. may now be computed.
Class

Grade

English
History
Biology
Health
Totals

F
C
A
Cc

Units

‘Total Grade
Points

4
4
4
2
14

Grade Points

Per Unit

0
8

16
A
28

Divide units attempted into total grade points received;

i: 28° 2.0 sede

omiel

will

way, a student must enroll in the
class
and
complete
an
application
for
credit
by

available

Admissions and

ARTHUR
JOHNSON'S
ARCATA
ON THE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN EUREKA

All incoming
students are
required to take certain tests to
determine
their
abilities
in
certain subjects.

The required tests are the
math
and english
placement
tests, and a language proficiency
test for students planning on
taking a foreign language.
The results of these tests
determine
whether
or not a
student
must
take
remedial
courses such as remedial english
arithmetic

college
tests

before

general
are

also

ARCATA REBWOOD COMPANY
DIVISION OF ARCATA NATIONAL CORPOR@TION

0. BOX 218 ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521
QUALITY

they

can

education
used

to

place students who wish to go
into sciences that require some
mathematics knowledge.
It is important that students
be
aware
that
there = are
alternatives
to
taking
such
remedial classes, if test scores
indicate
such
classes
are
advisable.
If the student doesn’t feel the
score is an accurate one for the
student's ability, he can take the
test over and continue doing so
until a satisfactory score is
achieved.

|

MANUFACTURERS OF

the

Placement tests

STA-PREST LEVI'S

By the thousands at

in

Records Office.

FLARE LEVI'S

LEVI JACKETS...

get

worse.

classes.
The

D=1
F-0

to the campus

will probably have a hard
time
finding
parking
places whether they pay
the fees for a parking
permit or not. With little
new construction planned

pass

Shrink to fit LEVIS,

CORD LEVI'S
STRETCH LEVIS

commuting

or

2.0.

Students who have completed
more than 135 units [senior]
will be dropped if they fall more
than nine grade points below a
2.0 average.
Disqualified
students
may
on
committee
the
petition
probation,
admissions,
and
reinstatement

With more students attending HSC every year
and construction falling
far behind, those students

examination,

Cenc

Adding and dropping

REDWOOD

PRODUCTS
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Major help for drug problems

offered by free volunteer clinic
by Rick Nelson

Located in a large building on
the corner of 10th and H in
Arcata, the Open Door Clinic
will begin operation this month.
The
volunteer-run
clinic
is
designed to dispense medical and
psychological aid to those in the
area without access to more
conventional facilities.
The
head
of the clinic's
education services, Dennis Mayo,
emphasized
that
the
major
efforts of the clinic are focused
on
drugs.
and
drug-related

problems: addiction, alienation,
apathy.
“We're keying on drugs. This
is where we feelthere is the

greatest lack of service

available

in the area,” Mayo said.‘“‘We’ve
got heads, ex-heads, leaders from
drug
rehabilitation
programs,
even the leader of the local
halfway house involved.”
But
the clinic’s programs
don’t
end
with
the
drug
problem.
Three divisions
According to Steve Conner,
one of the clinic’s directors, the
basic work of the clinic can best
be described
in terms of a
spectrum: one long band, with
three divisions. The divisions are
the immediate, the short-term
and the long-term problems.

“Say a potential suicide calls
the clinic. That
has to be
handled right now. No waiting
for this person or that thing, but
now. So that’s an immediate
problem,”’ Conner said.
“But say there was a death in
the family
and
someone
is
having trouble coping with the
fact. That person can come here
and we can help them over an
interim period of six weeks or so
with weekly counseling sessions.
That’s
an
intermediate,
or
short-term, problem.
‘*Finally,
there

are

the

long-term
problems.
This
is
where neither the counseling nor
the group therapy of the clinic
would

help

and

the

person

is

referred
to
a__
professional
psychologist,” Conner said.

New experiences
Conner said the majority of
the work done at the clinic is in
the immediate category, with
the
accumulation
of
new
experiences forming the basis for
the

clinic’s

programs.
“What
situation

own

works
is what

_

in
new

training

a_

crisis

volunteers

are taught to use,’ Conner said.
The emphasis upon drugs and
psychological

ailments

does

not

impede
the
dispensation
of
general medical aid.
Time donated
There are several M.D.s from
the local area who have donated
certain days and hours to the
clinic and there are plans to
obtain

doctors

the

who

fulltime

services

of

are seeking public

service alternativies to military
service.
to Mayo, these
According
conscientious
objectors would

HUMBOLDT

be absolutely unavailable to this
area except for the existence of
the Open Door Clinic.
The directors of the clinic
estimate that 95 per cent of
what a doctor could do in his
office can be performed in the
clinic. Serious injuries such as
severe cuts or broken bones
must still be handled in other
facilities, though
the clinic’s
volunteer doctors may act as the

attending physician.
The doctors are needed to
handle
drug overdoses,
also,
Connors
said.
He
said _ the
volunteers were familiar with
methods for aiding persons who
were in the throes of a “bad
trip”.
Board controls
The clinic is controlled by a
board

of

directors,

which

was

originally
intended
to
give
representation
to
both
the
various
segments
of
the
community
and
the _ various
service groups within the clinic.
However,

according

to

Conner,

the competition
of the two
factions has often tended to
disrupt rather than guide the
functioning of the clinic.
The board is divided, almost
exactly, half-and-half between
the “hip” and “straight” worlds.
Conner said that some directors
feel the world of business is
represented

too

heavily

when

contrasted to the unrepresented
poor and elderly, those whom
the clinic was designed to help.
“That's
a
continually
changing thing, though,” Conner
said.
“At each different stage of
development,
the
clinic
has
needed different things. It’s all
just part of the growing,” he
said.

Donations support
The
clinic
is
supported
financially solely through private
contributions,
now
totaling
nearly

$6,000,

most

of

which

have
been
raised
by
local
women’s volunteer groups.
According to a representative
of one of those women’s groups
who
wished
to
remain
unidentified,
the
clinic's
insistence upon a low level of
organization

may

end up costing

the clinic local support.
“The donors want to know
where the money goes. The way
things
are
now,
we _ won't
know,” this representative said.

No red tape
Mayo
responded
that
too
many of the people the clinic
was trying to reach wouldn't
show up if there were all sorts of
paperwork and red tape to go
through.
“We're set up so one piece of
paper does it all,”” Mayo said.
“As far as money goes, the
people will pay what they can.
They

can

fuck

us once, fuck

us

twice, and then fuck us again.
We’re here to help, not watch
the money,” Mayo said.
Volunteers provide the entire

FILM FORUM

work
force
for
the
clinic.
Everything done there, manual
labor,
counseling,
encounter
groups
is
performed
on
a
volunteer basis.
The labor built the room
partitions and the semi-ceilings
which
divide
the cavernous
building
into
more
intimate
counseling
rooms,
and
is
expected to do whatever daily
maintainence is necessary. There
is no landlord. The clinic is
purchasing
the
building
for
nearly $15,000, and is paying
less on a monthly basis then if
they were renting the same
facility.
Participation by local business
has
not
yet
become
very
widespread
‘*Georgia-Pacific
donated
about $500 worth of plywood
and the plumbers’ union let a
man
work
for
us_
for
considerably
less than union
wages,” Conner said, “but other
than that the response from the
business community has been
pretty disappointing.”

Law vs. drugs

According to both Mayo and

Conner, the clinic’s directors and
the
Arcata
Police
have

established

a ‘“‘no bust” policy

making the climic immune to
harassment. Mayo stressed that
this does not make the clinic a
risk-free haven for users.
Police Chief James Gibson
contradicted
the
clinic's
representatives, however.
“I would hope that the clinic
does not proceed under that
assumption,” Gibson said.
He said there had been some
discussions concerning the “no
bust” policy, but emphasized
that no agreement had been
reached.
‘*‘The
county
has
a
commission
researching __ this
problem, and I think it would be
wise if both we in the police
department and those in the
clinic
waited
for
that
commission's
findings
before
making any definite decisions,”
Gibson said.
==
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Complete
stocks of

| Levis
and Pants
Flares or

Straight Leg

Long and

WOODSTOCK SEPT. 20-24

ELVIRA MADIGAN SEPT. 24-28
GIMME SHELTER SEPT. 29-OCT. 3
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Pizza e Salads e Sandwiches

822-1727

Arcata

Here the clinic is seen

Because of the stress upon
drugs in the majority of the
clinic’s functions, the question
of the law arises.

Arcata Theatre
G&10th

Arcata, will open this month.

during its construction.

Spaghetti ¢ Soft Drinks
Knits or
|Permanent Press

Cottons

lage «OPEN FOR LUNCH TOO!

600 F St. 822-3761

Arcata
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We've got a check plan
that’s cheap and simple.
For $5.00 a semester, you can write as many checks
as you want with Wells Fargo’s plan for college students.
There’s no minimum balance and no monthly service charge. You get a statement every month. And you
can keep your account open in the summer with nothing in it and we won't charge you a cent.
To sign up for the service, come in to the Arcata
Office of Wells Fargo Bank at 1315 G Street in Arcata.
Just ask for the student check plan you read about.

|
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A guide for the sportsman

by Stan Stetson
No
one
who
lives’
in
Humboldt County should ever
have to be hungry.
With food stamps to buy the
trimmings
and
the land
to
supply the main course, meals
can be appetizing enough to
Satisfy
any
case
of
the
“munchies.”
If you dig the out-of-doors
and practically free recreation,
you came to the right place for
school.
Time
and a
little
knowledge of when and were to
go can be the key to putting
meat
on
the
table’
while
providing
the
hardy
with
enjoyable leisure time.
Fall in Humboldt is sunshine
time
and
time
for picking
berries. The wild Himalaya Berry
is ripe on the vine and waiting
for harvest. Korbel, Blue Lake,
Freshwater, Fieldbrook, Fickle
Hill or any rural area a few miles
from the coast should provide
berry pickers with an ample
crop.
Other berries
Various other
species like
Huckleberry, Thimble or Salmon
berries or wild strawberries can
also be found. A coffee can and
your
favorite
source
of
refreshment is all that’s required.
Now that dessert is in the
oven and the freezer is full of
berries, the choice of a main
course is at hand. The hunter
should have no problem stocking
the freezer with game.
Deer
season
for most of
Humboldt County and all of
Trinity and Del Norte Counties
opens
Saturday.
Check
the
hunting regulations for specifics
on the areas you plan to hunt.
Some areas are one buck and
others allow you two deer.
There are also restrictions on
the number of forks.
Six Rivers National Forest is
close and provides good hunting
on public lands. Maps of the
forest can be obtained from any

in Humboldt’s outdoors

food

Fun and

ranger station or the forest
headquarters
at 7th
and
E
Streets in Eureka.
Lure or bait
Fall fishing on the Northcoast
is world renowned. Salmon and
Steelhead are in the rivers and
waiting for the right lure or bait.

Humboldt Bay. Party boats at
King Salmon
will be making
trips daily until about Oct. 1 and
on weekends after that if the fish
are there.

The
Trinity,
Klamath, Smith,
Eel,
Mad,
Van
JDuzen
and
numerous
smaller streams are

few weeks the
rough,
but

the place to spend Saturdays and
Sundays in the fall.
The larger rivers should be
steady producers of fish until
the first heavy rains. When the
water gets high and muddy the
small streams and clear running
rivers will provide continued
sport for the seasoned angler.
Fall is the time to fish the
Trinity
and
Klamath
for
half-pounders, those two to four
pounders for experienced fly
fisherman as well as those using
roe, worms or spinners.
If you don’t mind

a

crowd

around while you land the big
ol’ salmon, the new comer can
find fish in the “big name
holes.” The right spots aren’t
hard to find, you just find the
fisherman and squeeze in.
If you would rather get off by
yourself and enjoy the day,
explore the river and find your
own favorite hole. An hour's
walk will take you away from
the crowds and the fish will be
less shell shocked.

Respect rights
If you fish in the Hoopa area
or at Ishi Pishi Falls, be sure to
respect
the
Indians’
fishing
rights. Tamper with a gill net or
edge in on dip netters and you
may find you have something in
common with Custer.
Be sure to bring your camera
though,
the
same
fishing
methods used for hundreds of
years are employed by Indians
today.

If ocean
you
end

fishing is your bag,

may be able to catch
of the salmon
run

the
off

Student parents aided
by Day Care CenteIt’s a kid’s place. It is a day
care center with a nursery school
education
in a home atmosphere.

the center received
$2,755 from the college student
body and $200 from the Humboldt
State College Foundation, small
fees are requiredto meet costs.
The parents will pay an hourly

fee based on their monthly

in-

The teachers
at the center are
towards

Small boats by the hundreds
also fish Humboldt Bay and the

ocean starting in April. The past
ocean has been
reports
from

Captain
Ole’s Boat Landing,
King Salmon, Calif., claim that
the last few weeks of September
should
holds.

be

good

if

the

weather

Good harbor
Trinidad Head is also a good
harbor for fishermen. During
summer a large fleet of small
commercial fishing boats fill the
harbor and party boats leave the
dock twice daily.
Rock fishing for Ling Cod and
Rock Cod is excellent in the area
thoughout the winter months as
well. Crab and smoked salmon
can be purchased from the local
fish stands and when combined
with french bread and wine
makes a great lunch while fishing
off the pier.
Runs of surf smelt invade
local beaches during the summer
months and provide a great food
source, Nets are used to catch
the silver six-inch fish as they
beach themselves at high tide.
Local sporting goods stores
sell the “A” frame nets, or
better yet make one yourself.
Mad River Beach, Luffenholtz
and Orick are favorite spots for
local surf fishermen. The season
runs from May to September
with both night fish and day fish
being
caught.
It
you're
interested in this sport ask your
sporting
goods
dealer
more
about it.

of

water

1,000

persons at Clam

evasive razor clam.

and a car full of friends. Tides
that are in the minus one foot
range are best, the lower the
better.

If you choose to dig clams
where the water’s calmer but ot
warmer, try Humboldt
much
Horseneck,
Washington,
Bay.
and _ other
Geoduck
Gaper,
assorted bivalves are abundant at
are
boots
Hip
tide.
low
practically a must for the muddy
job, but the rewards are great.

which

is said

Winter
with

the

greets

3 g
zi i

i= fisee

has

spread

terror and wonder throughout the minds of residents
of Northern California. Whether or not the creature
exists is a question which has perplexed residents for
years, though reports of new sightings are heard
frequently. Here a Lumberjack photographer braves
the terror of this fearsome

beast to snap a picture.

(Would you believe its a smaller cousin?)

Humboldters

continuous

monsoon,

but the duck hunter couldn’t be
happier.
Humboldt
Bay is a
favorite resting spot for all types

is for
where

every placement

HUMBOLDT
becomes

extra

insu-

rance. In other words, place your money in a
PASS book account if you want to pile up
yardage in the more serious game of life.
You might even make the “Haul” of Fame!

Appl

i

to be over eight feet tall

County.

early childhood eduation. It gives
work study students a chance to
work and gain experience

=

A limit of 20

Limits and size restrictions vary
with the species, so check the
book.
Skin and Scuba fans will find
thatthe Ft. Bragg area provides
clearer water than the Humboldt
coast. On a good day Trinidad or
the inside of the jetties in
Humboldt bay can provide sport
for
the
spear
fisherman.
Abalones are around but the '64
flood did substantial damage to
the population.
When
spring finally comes
trout fishing and sunshine are
No. 1 on the list. Streams in
most of the area open the last
weekend
in
May,
although
Trinity County opens about May
1 in most areas and reservoirs
and lakes in Humboldt County
are open all year, with reduced
limits.

Upland game
Inland
mountains
provide
upland game hunters with the
opportunity to bag quail, grouse,
pigeons
and
doves.
Grouse
season runs through Sunday for
the 1971 season. Once again see
the regulations for areas and
limits.
Valley quail can be taken in
Humboldt
and
Del
Norte
Counties from Saturday through
Jan. 2, 1972. Ten quail per day
and ten in possession is the limit.
A special season for Mountain
Quail is listed in the regulations
as well as the season for Trinity

regular classes and furthering
their education,
the college itself
benefits
from the center.
The center provides
a channel
for training and research for

224F

Beach on

of the molusks provide plenty of
or clam
for chowder
meat
fritters. All you need is a shovel

such as being able to register for

jif i 3 i:
pt

scatter

a winter morning digging for the

work study students but more
volunteers
are needed.
Beside benefits
to the parent

time during the fall quarter. They
can be obtained
at the Student
Activities Office in room 213,
Nelson Hall East or call 626-3366.
Plans for remodeling have
been made so that more children
and parents can benefit from the
center.

and _

fowl

gunners can pack their freezers.
Razor Clams
It’s not uncommon to see

Knitter’s Nook
distinctive yarns
and designs
1166 H. St.
Arcata

822-1791

o™
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When the tourists aren’‘t in

Humboldt

County,

the

beaches offer
a place to go

where people are few and
the sights are

many.

The beauty of Humboldt

County

is probably

best

scene at Fern Canyon and Gold Bluff Beach ap-

40 miles north of Arcata on Highway 101.
proximately

Where the forest meets the sea

Sights of Humboldt

Happy, sad or just in a wierd mood? Try the Forest
behind the college for a place to go to sort out your
troubles or to enjoy the best of what nature can offer.

A herd of Wild Elk are free to roam the
countryside in Redwood National Park,
about 40 miles north of Arcata on High-

way 101. Here a giant bull eyes the
photographer suspiciously on Gold Bluff
Beach, in the park.
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Seminars offered
in ethnic studies

Two
seminars
in_
ethnic
studies will be offered this Fall
from
the
Departments
of
Speech
and
Journalism
Communication.
Black
press,
listed
as
Journalism 190 in the schedule
of classes, will deal with the
black press in society. Studies of
the major black newspapers and
a term paper will be emphasized.

Practically all activities on campus from football to theater
Body (ASB),

with this year’s budget totaling $204,738.

yearly fees
the m
Each full time student has $20 removed fro
revenue
collects
ASB
the
addition
In
he pays at registration time.

from several types of social events, including football and theater.
The primary govern ing body of the ASB is the Student

Legislative Council [SLC] composed of 16 elected members, and
a chairman chosen from among the membership.
SLC’s main job is to administer the ASB budget. Besides
funds SLC often speaks as a representative of the

The

Black Press
Howard
L.
professor of
p.m.
on
Thursdays.

Speaking

These students lined up to enter Founder's Hall is a

typical scene during the first days of each quarter
when most students buy their books, registerordothe

things they have to do.

contact

may

Jager

in the

ASB

or

call

Hall,

Nelson

826-3211.
For information on how to
run for any of the ASB's 19
elected offices, contact Stan
Mottax,
activities advisor, at
826-3310
or
Nelson Hall.

the

Black

will be taught by Dr.
eer

eae

3

bees
on

p.m.

department

at

Mondays,

Wednesdays

and

in

his

office

DOESNT
HAVETOBE |
CONFUSING |

in

(NOR DOES IT HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE)

Bank of America introduces the College Plan.
Here's what you get:

LOW COST only $1 a month during the school
year.
NO CHARGE in June, July and August. Get a
year ‘round checking
months’ cost!

@ Texas
From

Over 609 Pair in Stock

account at nine

— for a small additional charge — beautiful,
full color scenic checks that show sporting
events or California scenery from the surf to the
Sierras.

OPTIONAL SERVICES TO AUGMENT YOUR
COLLEGE PLAN CHECKING ACCOUNT instant
Cash — which protects you against the cost
and inconvenience of overdraft checks. Plus

You can keep your account open throughout
the summer with a zero balance at no charge.

SPECIAL LOW COST CHECKS or, if you wish

our widely popular BankAmericard."

COME IN TO YOUR NEARBY BANK OF
AMERICA BRANCH SOON. Find out about this
new service. Ask any telier — or, pick up a
copy of our booklet The College Pian which

9/ves all the details.

BANK OF AMERICA”

PLENTY FREE
PARKING
Daily 9:30-6:00
Sun. 9-5 Fri. ti 9
Thurs. 10:30 to 6

101 NORTH

Sane

Fridays.

MONTHLY STATEMENTS 12 months a year.
ALWAYS OPEN even during the summer—
all college checking plans have this feature.
Priced

of

“

jae

Reinstatement,
and
Disqualification Committee
College Union
Housing Committee
Lecture-Concert
Committee
Student-Faculty
Review
Board
Traffic
and
Parking
Committee
Publicity Commission.
Students interested in being
of these
to any
appointed

office,

oe
sad

will be taught by
Seeman, assistant
journalism, at 3
Tuesdays
and

educational

Board of Control
Student Judicial Council
Admissions,
Probation,

or

the speaking of the past

decade.

student policy committees

Braafladt

Black

ome sand

be on

to help ASB gov't

committees

the

black history, but emphasis will

Students needed

Committee
State-related

of

Revolution,
listed as Speech
Communication
190,
will
examine
speeches
of
Black
Americans.
The
course
will
examine
relevant
aspects of

student body, at times passing resolutions on matters of policy,
local,state or national.
The five largest organizations funded by the ASB include: the
atheletic department, which receives an actual subsidy of
approximately $33,000, the College Program Board which
receives an actual subsidy of
Lumberjack
the
$14,500,
receiving approximately $7,000,
Youth Educational Services with
its allocation of $11,000 and the
cost of maintaining the ASB
totals
government
For
students interested in
approximately $28,500.
student
in
part
taking
SLC elections
there are many
government,
SLC members are elected at a
places volunteers are needed.
Associated
Student
Body
rate of five every quarter with a
Mike
Vice-President
freshman representative elected
ieee
each
lager said “We have over 40
of
beginning
the
at
appointments to make.” Jager
academic year.
said students should talk to
Council has four committees,
either he or ASB President Arnie
which
investigate
different
Braafladt.
matters relating to ASB affairs.
Braafladt said in a letter to
Complex
legislation
brought
the
Lumberjack
last
June,
before council is usually placed
“besides an informal
cabinet,
in one of the committees for
there are numerous committee
evaluation before it is passed in
positions to be filled.”
final form.
committees
of those
Some
Heading student government
are:
is
the
ASB
president
and
Academic Senate
vice-president, elected at the end
Curriculum Committee
of each year.
Affairs
Community
President's Powers
The powers of the president
include
the
right
to
veto
legislation
by
SLC
and
to
propose legislation to SLC. He
serves on many of the college's
committees
and
makes
practically
all
student
appointments
to
committees
with student representation with
‘the
approval
of SLC.
There is an ASB treasurer
elected with the ASB president
and vice-president whose job is
to be the bookkeeper of the
ASB budget.
The treasurer is the chairman
of the Board of Finance, the
committee composed
of two
SLC
members,
two
other
students and the ASB president.
The Board hears requests for
allocations of budget reserves,
and makes recommendations to
council.
The board also compiles a
recommended operating budget
for the ASB to serve as a guide
for SLC when it discusses the
budget.
Boardof Control
ASB government also has a
type of supreme court, called
the
Board
of Control.
Five
student members, all of whom
must be juniors or seniors sit on
the board.
The board is probably the
most
powerful
ASB
organization, with its powers
including
the
authority
to
declare ASB elections or SLC
legislation unconstitutional.

Speaking

i
|

available only at these branches:
Arcata Branch, 697 - 8th Street

EUREKA

SSE

SSSR

SSH

SSSSE

SEE

CCAR
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Cluster college

Tradition out of style
in innovative program
A
prime
example
of the
continuing
diversification and
experimentation
underway
in

higher

education

is

HSC’s

Innovative
Cluster
Program,
better known
as the cluster
college,or ICP.
The cluster college is designed
to take the place of one year [ 48
units] of a student’s general
education
requirements.
The
student in the cluster program

spreads his emphasis over all five

of the general education fields
{communications,
humanities,
behavioral and social sciences,
personal
living
and
natural
sciences] to deal with specific
problems, rather than deal with
each field in the traditional,
departmentalized, one-at-a-time
approach.
According to Richard Day,
dean of innovative studies and
professor of English, available
space in the program has been
increased to 120, up from 100
last year.

‘Normal attrition’
“One hundred is the desire
number, but drop-outs cut it
down last year. This year we're
allowing
for
such
normal
attrition,” Day said.
Because of general education
emphasis, the cluster program
requires that 70 per cent of its
students
be
freshmen.
The
remaining
30
per
cent are
sophomores, juniors and seniors
who are enrolled on a first come,
first serve basis.
There are no grades given in
the course, but is, instead, a
credit and no credit situation.
Each quarter is dealt with as if it
were a single 16 unit course, to
simplify bookkeeping.
The’
inter-disciplinary
approach to general education
and its lack of a rigid structure
brought
both
praise
and
expressions
of
doubt
from
faculty.
Dr.
Thomas
Stipek,
counselor-at-large for the cluster

college for the second year, said
that response seemed easier and
freer from new students, that
students who had experience in
traditional
college
education
seemed “‘to be less satisfied to go
off on their own and dissatisfied
that more guidance wasn’t given
them.”
Day was enthusiastic about
the program's success.
“The ICP has succeeded in so
many ways that it’s difficult to
be precise in specifying exactly
how,” he said.
Not
all
faculty
were
.
optimistic.

‘Grave reservations’
“I
have grave reservations
about the ICP, though I like the
idea and the principle,” said Dr.
Lewis Bright chairman of the
Speech
Communication
Department.
“TI saw things in the program I
liked, and saw some things I
didn’t like,” Bright said.
He refused to elaborate or
comment further.
The ICP will have fulltime
faculty representing several of

the

colleges

departments

this

year: art, history, economics,
speech, theater arts, psychology,
mathematics
and _ physical
education.
Any students who wish to
enroll in the cluster college
program should write to Dr.
Day, in the care of the Office for

Academic Affairs, and state why
they want to be part of the
program.

Educational help
offered for oon

The (atest
“classroom” is

Cluster Program’s
located on € St. In

Parolees, students, or kids;

Many are helped by YES
Offering services to anybody
from
nursery
schoolers
to
recently released prison inmates
is the goal of student supported
Youth
Educational
Services
{YES}.
YES is one of the largest
volunteer
organizations — in
Humboldt County, and it will
soon be seeking new volunteers
to work in its office or in any of
its six social service programs.
Director Ginger Garness, a
graduate
student § in
social
welfare,
said
that
besides
needing volunteers to serve in
YES’s programs, “we also need
volunteers to work as secretaries,
make posters or do anything
they want to volunteer to do.”
The major programs offered
by YES are:

The Veterans Administration
offers educational counseling for
veterans
who
are
undecided
about a program of study or an
educational
goal.
For
information, contact the local
VA office in Eureka, or write to
the VA Regional Office, 49 4th

Program where college tutors
meet
twice
a
week
with
elementary school children from
Eureka,
Arcata,
Manila
or

St., San Francisco, Calif., 94103.

McKinleyville

Elementary

Tutorial,

to help with any

AND FILL YOUR CAMPUS WARDROBE

WITH THE MOST EYE-CATCHING

ICP
receive
48 units
of general
education for a year involvement.

addition this year the program will
occupy several other houses to meet

WELCOME TO HUMBOLDT
COME IN NOW

planned expansion. Students enrolled in

IDEAS

a

programs

school
educational
that might arise.

Educational

Supportive

Service, is tutorial program for
college students who feel they
need help in certain subjects.

Big

Brother/Big

Sister,

a

program
which
matches
a
student
with a disadvantaged
child
from
the
local
area.
Usually the child is lacking a
parent, is poor or in some way is
considered disadvantaged.
Volunteers

are encouraged

High
students,

School
for

Projects,

high

usually

Credit available

to

develop one-to-one relationships
with their little brother or sister.
Occasionally all volunteers and
their partners meet together for
activities.
program

Adult
Aid, a program for
parolees recently released from
state or federal prisons. Parolees
are matched with a volunteer
through
parole
agencies
in
Eureka. One-to-one relationships
are encouraged with the ultimate
goal
of
helping the parolee
adjust to society after serving
time in prison.
In addition to these programs
draft counseling is offered at the
YES office.

a

school

age

from

the

Manila
area.
Volunteers
are
paired
with
high school age
youngsters, The main emphasis
is to
develop
a _ one-to-one
relationship.
Volunteers
and
their
partners
often
meet
together to be involved in a
major project. For instance, last
year members of the program
built approximately 10 Kayaks
from materials supplied by the
student body of HSC.
Project Small Kid, a progra
involving
nursery
school
children. College students and
the children meet frequently to
take part in varied activities.

Besides
the experience
of
helping another person, students
can receive two units per quarter
for taking part in certain YES
programs.
Any

students

wishing

For the latest in

instruments

1010G

822-2161

@

YOU'VE SEEN

OLSE
7th & E Streets

DEWEY DOLF

IN YEARS!

Phone 822-0632
fer your
Real Estate and Insurance needs
1540 G Street

Eureka

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Arcata

Art Gallery
sort of a

os:

CHARGE ACCOUNTS?
CERTAINLY!
i

a

dees

MASTER CHARGE

North

Sort
of an

e

:

BANKAMERICARD

one:

<
os,

enn4ur

to

volunteer in any project offered
by YES should go to the office
located on Preston avenue, in a
white house behind the library.
The phone number is 826-3340.

turean
sandwich ch: ese

6 bake shop

1057

H %&. ae
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HSC in 10 intercollegiate sports

HSC
offers
intercollegiate
competition in 10 different sports. In
addition to these sports, the physical
education program is supplemented by
many activities for the student who
wishes to participate, but at a more

limited level.
The 10 sports are varsity and jv
football,
basketball,
cross-country,
wrestling, swimming, varsity and jv

baseball, golf, tennis, track and field,
and water polo. Besides freshman
activities [required], each student has
the
opportunity
to
compete _ in

handball,

badmitten, volleyball, golf,

tennis, swimming and fencing. The
intramural program includes a strong
emphasis on basketball and includes

track and field. There is also a soccer
club on campus.

Basketball--Coach
Dick
Niclai.
Niclai’s teams, although not always

conference contenders are always a
hustling, competitive group. Because

the ‘Jacks lack height and rebounding
strength they are usually characterized
by a fast-breaking team.

Cross-Country-Coach

Jim

Hunt.

claimed
honors.

Athlete

of the

Wrestling--Coach

Year at HSC

Frank

Cheek.

Cheek’s team is coming off its greatest
season ever. They captured the FWC
crown last season and their only loss
was a narrow one to UC Berkeley.
Recent all-American is Jeff Fern, who
was the Humboldt County Athlete of
the year in 1969.

Swimming~Coach

Larry

Angelel.

Angelel takes charge of his first season
at HSC. He takes over a somewhat
depleted program. Several years ago
the
‘Jacks
took
six
All-America
certificates
at
the
NCAA
championships in Mass.

Baseball--Coach
Hal
Myers.
Although HSC failed to win the FWC
last season, Humboldt has plenty of
talent
returning
for
the
1972
campaign.
HSC
has
taken
two
championships during the past five

years.
Golf--Coach

Franny Givins. Givins

has
produced
fine
representative
squads over the past few years. The
Lumberjacks most recent star has been

title. In 1969 the

Greg Bean of Eureka, who graduated
in 1971.
Tennis--Coach
Fred
Siler, The

Lumberjacks took a 5th place team
finish
at
the
College
Division
Championships in Wheaton, Ill. Recent
All-Americans include Gary Tuttle
[twice] and Bill Scobey. Both also

Lumberjacks
struggled
through
a
rebuilding year last season and hope
for better things in 1972. One of the
top performers returning is senior
Steve Flannes.

Hunt’s 1971 team hasa fine chance of
capturing
the
1971
Far Western

Conference {FWC]

Track and Field--Coach Jim Hunt.
Hunt’s teams have done very well in
the past. They have produced many
FWC title winners and three individual
NCAA College Division champions.

School record holder in the mile, Bill
Scobey, is a prime contender for a
spot on the 1972 Olympic team in the

Marathon.

Hall of Fame

A special
section of the HSC
gymnasium is the Hall of Fame section
of the lobby where 16 former athletes
at Humboldt have plaques enshrined.
Each year at Homecoming a new

member
is installed.
The
1971
inductee is Henry ‘Hank” Cooper.
Cooper is now the basketball coach at
Santa Rosa Junior College.

Far Western Conference
The Far Western Conference is one
of the oldest collegiate organizations
in the state and has been in continuous
operation since 1925, although many
changes have occured in membership.
The
organization
conference
was
formed
June
30,
1925
with
a

membership of California College of
Agriculture at Davis [UC Davis],
College of Pacific at Stockton, Fresno
State, University of Nevada at Reno
and St. Mary’s near Oakland.
In
1927
St.
Ignatius
[now
University of San Francisco} joined.
In 1928,St.
Ignatius and St. Mary’s

College withdrew and Chico State and

San Jose State replaced them.
Humboldt joins
In 1935, San Jose State decided to

leave the group and in 1940 both the
University of Nevadaand Fresno left
the organization. During World War II,
the conference suspended operation,
with the resumption of competition in
1946, the College of the Pacific left
the conference which now included

Humboldt State as of fall, 1940.
At the fall meeting of 1946, the
petitions of Southern
Oregon
of
Ashland and San Francisco State
College were approved.
In
1951,
San
Francisco
State
severed
relations
with
Southern
Oregon College of Education and

withdrew

to

go

independent

while

scheduling the remaining colleges in all

sports.

Sac State applies
In 1953, Sacramento State applied
for admittance, and when Southem
Oregon joined the Oregon Conference,
San Francisco State and the University
of Nevada rejoined the FWC.

In 1961, Alameda State College
{Now California State at Hayward]
was granted full membership, and in
1963,
Sonoma
State
College
at
Rohnert Park joined the conference
with the understanding that it would
compete in full programs in 1968.

Gl Bill benefits expire for some

Sarr

—

tw

ie

Veterans attending college
under the GI Bill will receive
their first check four to six
weeks
after
the
Veterans
Administration
has
received
certification of enrollment at
HSC.
Veterans who served in the
oe ree ——
January
31,
5 and June 1, 1966 have
until May 31, 1974 to use their

rin.

that date, or continue their
education without GI benefits.
For
further
information
contact
the
Veterans
Administration office 825 Fifth
Street, Eureka.
ARCATA

793 K Street

benefits under the GI Bill.
Veterans

completed

must

their

have

schooling

by

BOWL

822-2453

Men’s Handicap league
four men teams
for faculty
and students

To begin Oct. 6
oe

Dr. James

Carroll

| 826-3139 ( office)
822-2232 (home)
ee

and

ATTENTION

V-W OWNERS
We Now Offer A Complete
PARTS

AND

REPAIR

SERVICE

ieee

one of the top rushers in the Far Western Conference
scrambles for yardage during a recent scrimmage.
Players like Willis help to make the Jacks a strong
prospect for the professionals.

aetiiie

Lee Willis, an outstanding player for Humboldt,

=

_-

an

Union Town Auto Parts
SPECIAL LABOR RATES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
(Formerly Industrial Auto Parts}
639 6th St. 822-5114
Next to Union Town Center

If yeu don't buy from us, "We beth lese”
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Ethnic studies curriculum
delayed by content squabble
Students
who
want
to
establish ethnic studies as either
their major or minor field of
study will have to wait at least
another year.
An_
Interracial
Concerns
Commission was appointed by
President Cornelius H. Siemens
last year to draft guidelines for
the establishment of an ethnic
studies
program.
The
commission is still involved this
year with six basic points which
are raised last year:

One. The organization of an
ethnic studies program by the
combination of courses already
in the catalog;
Two.
The
eventual
development
of
a _ general
education ethnic studies course,
possibly
required,
for
all
students;
Three. The maintainence of a
multiple ethnic course system,
rather than limiting the system
to one ethnic group;

Four.

Five.

with

small

private

donations and limited aid from
local industry.
The center’s activities range

from

supplying

information

to

organizations
of
ecological
campaigns,
but its strongest

effort

is

the

operation

of

a

recycling center.
The recycling center is open
every other Saturday to accept
newspapers, bond paper, glass
and
cans.
Easy-to-follow
instructions

detailing the necessary minimum
-

the
the

center.

wee

Preparation for each of
materials are available at

Transportation
for
the
materials to recycling plants in
major cities has long been a

thorn

in

the

side

of

local

of directors with rigid
(Continued
on back page)
2,9, 0.9,0,9.0.9.9. 0.0.9.9,re’ededegeteetetetetetetetesese cece

'ee*ee'

o

SS

failed.| This difficulty has been
tentatively solved by the offer of
a local trucking firm to move the
materials to San Francisco.

of

SS

Special major available
for a different education
Students who aren’t happy with any majors offered at HSC can
make their own. This is a special major.
A special major is composed of courses from three curriculums.
There must be a minimum of 36 units in one field, 18 in another
and at least nine units in the third field.
Acquiring a special major involves extensive writing of a
proposal explaining why no other major at the college is suitable
to the students, and how the proposed program offers enough
academic depth to provide a high amount of learning.
Before applying for a special major a student should go to the
office of Academic Affairs, Administration room 216, and get an
information sheet listing all the requirements of a special major.

Making

sure

all

the

requirements

are

met,

the

student

constructs his proposed major. He can include any combination
of curriculums if he feels he can justify his choices.
After the proposal is completeted it should be taken to Dr.
Whitney Buck, Administration room 216, the special major
adviser. Buck reviews the proposal and if he approves it is sent to
the department chairmen who se classes where listed in the
proposals.
According to Buck most speci jal majors have been approved by

recycling attempts. |The lack of
adequate transportation was the — the Department chairmen.
years’
last College
major reason
Cluster
by the that
efforts

securing

According
to
Dr.
Alba
Gillespie, dean of graduate study
and a commission member, the
entire project is at present, very
tentative.
“We are presently reviewing
existing
classes in order
to
determine which courses might
be related to ethnic studies,”
Gillespie said.
“The commission might offer
a tentative list of possible class

The original funding for the
environmental
center
was
provided by $100 contributions
from the six founding groups.
Representatives from each of
these groups form the center's

se
mo

The

Tentative program

Recycling center goal

financially

of

non-white
teaching
assistants
and the working towards hiring
non-white faculty;
Six. Altering the standard bias
of existing courses to teach them
from a non-white perspective.

Saving environment:

board

correlation

ethnic
studies
courses
with
existing majors and minors;

The North Coast Environmental Center is a place to
leave newspapers, bottles and other recyclable goods.
The goods are kept until enough fo fill a truck is
collected. Then they are taken to a larger center in
San Francisco.

After languishing in virtual
obscurity
in
a
backalley
warehouse for nearly a year, the
Northcoast
Environmental
Center
has moved
to more
spacious
and _ conspicuous
surroundings at 640 10th St.,
Arcata.
The center, formed by the
cooperative efforts of six local
conservation
and_
ecology
groups, is staffed entirely by
volunteer
labor.
It
survives

The

scion
SEREEEESEER EERE

offerings
to
the
curriculum
committee sometime during the
fall quarter,” he added.

Five problems
Gillespie
mentioned
five
difficulties
which
hamper
attempts to establish the ethnic
studies program:
One. There is a great demand
for
non-white
faculty,
but
qualified personnel are in short
supply;
Two. There are, traditionally,
segments of faculty at a liberal
arts college which object to the
courses,
new
of
addition
especially if there is a hint of
practicality in them;
Three. The restrictions upon
the college’s budget forced by
state government
make
new
courses and more instructors an
impossibility;
Four. The formal declaration
of a major or minor field of
study by a college requires the
approval
of the chancellor's
office -- while he emphasized
that it was by no means certain,
Gillespie noted that any such
application from HSC should
receive
favorable
reactions
because
there would
be no
further requests for additional
funds or staff;
Five. Uncertainty as to what
is wanted in the program.
What is wanted?
“What are we really talking
about when we talk about ethnic
studies?” he asked.
‘*Are
we _ interested
in
exposing
the
majority
of
students to other cultures or are
we simply concerned with the
individual’s cultural identity?”
Gillespie made it plain that he
is
strongly
in
favor
of
a
cross-cultural
approach,
and
opposed to the use of college

curricula as a tool
reinforcement.

Course recommendations
A list of existing courses with
potential for inclusion in an
ethnic
studies
program
was
submitted by Kenneth Hallum,
assistant professor of sociology.
Courses
in
music,
history,
literature, geography, political
science, philosophy, sociology,
psychology and theater arts are
included.
One final stumbling block has
appeared in the path of the
ethnic
studies
program.
The
chairman
of
the
Interracial
Concerns Commission, former
Dean
of
Students
Donald
Karshner, has taken a leave of
absence this year and must be
replaced before the commission
can resume its study.

Extension offers
further education
People

who

not

A maximum of 36 quarter
units inextension courses may
be applied toward a degree.
Registration
for
extension
classes takes place at the first
class meeting.
A course and fee brochure
and further information may be
obtained
in
the
Extension
Office, House 52, Laurel Dr. and
Sequoia Ave. intersection.

It certainly is, if the big bank is Crocker
Bank!

If you need only a few checks each

month, ask about our Special Checking
Account;

if you expect to write quite afew
checks,a regular checking account may be
better for you. Let us help you decide when

you come in. We hope you'll drop in soon.

You've got a long way to go.
We'd like to help you get there.

1103 G Sf.

822-3641

MORE THAN 260 OFFICES STATEWIDE
MEMBER FOIC

ON THE PLAZA A RCATA 822-1081
,eeee

been

HSC students may also take
these courses and have them
a degree or
toward
applied
credential.

Is a small checking
account welcome
ata big bank?

end
we can alse come te terms.

ve

have

formally admitted to HSC may
take extension courses to further
their education.

JEWELRY
FOR
ALL OCCASIONS

ewan

for cultural
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On campus fun

What to do at HSC
to survive steady rain
by Diana Petty
Managing Editor
Humboldters,

like

all battle

fatigued people, must learn a
secret to survive the duration of
the rains and the solitude of
northern California.
It is this secret which

helps

veteran Humboldters laugh when

new arrivals ask: “What the hell
do people do in this town?”
secret for eliminating
The
boredom lies in the surrounding
environment, probably one of
the major reasons people come
to HSC in the first place.
. Some Humboldters even get a

little irate when they learn that

someone isn’t enjoying himself
here. They feel there is plenty to
do and see here -- all one has to
do is find it.
What do do?
So how does that help the guy
without a car who is sitting in
his
all
room,
dorm
his
homework finished, on the night
first heavy rain in
of that
walk
could’
He
October?
wrap
could
he
downtown;
himself up and trot down the
railroad tracks (if he knows the
train schedule]; or he could just
enjoy the campus.

The Theatre Arts department
offers several plays during the
school
year.
If
a
major

production

isn’t on, there are

usually nu
us one-acts in the
Studio
Theater.
The
Speech
department
nts
several
“Readers T'
r” productions

throughout

the year These are

all free to students.

College Progtam Board | CPB]
schedules several movies during
the
year,
a
minimal
admission.
films show
when there is no concert or
other —_ organized by CPB.
s
KHSC-FM, 90.5 on the dial,
broadcasts
nightly
and
on
Saturdays. The station is located
in the Language Arts building on
the top floor.
Chamber
music,
classical
pieces and voice ensembles are a
few of the programs offered by
the Music Department nearly
every Sunday night.
Student
artists show
their

work
in the
Art
Buildirg’s
gallery,
throughout
the
Art/Home Economics building
and occasionally in the Library.
Other types of exhibits are often
on display in the library also. As
long
as one is in theLibrary, the
Humboldt History
is the
place to find out about this
Redwood country.
Stuffed birds
If “culture” just isn’t making
it,
the
School
of
Natural
Resources offers a limited view
of the environment down at
their
game
pens
and
fish
hatchery
across
from _ the
Forestry
building.
As long as one is in the
Wildlife building, it’s easy to hop
over to the foundry, on E Street
below Mai Kai Apartments, to
watch metal sculptors at work.
Peace and quiet are certainly
clinches about Humboldt. But
students
will
have
a
new
opportunity this year to take
full advantage of solitude in the
Kerr Tower Room in Founders
Hall,
a
room _ specifically

designed

for

thought

and

meditation.
All of these things to do are
pretty
obvious;
information
about
theater
and
music
productions and other activities
is published in the Bulletin and
this newspaper. The Humboldt
secret
involves
looking
at
something again if one missed it
the first time around.

Not so obvious
But the most obvious place to
go is often the most ignored.
The HSC Campus is literally
covered with interesting trees
and plants. When the grass isn’t
wet, it’s fine for jamming and
sleeping; and behind the campus
is
another
world:
the
Community Forest.
Fern Lake [behind the tennis
courts] and trails taking off in
several directions can make for
an hour’s fun, or a full day’s
hike into the hills. A walk up
dolly Giant Creek, behind the
dorms, takes anywhere from ten
minutes to all weekend.
Humboldters ask only one
thing: leave the forest the way
you found it--undamaged.
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Perhaps the most frustrating problem
to students is finding housing at a

critical. The housing

problem

last year caused Bruce Anderson to seek
other means of finding shelter. Such

reasonable cost. As enrollment climbs
and houses fall (houses will be leveled
the
situation
for a new freeway)

innovation will be necessary for many
more students if the crisis continues.

New dorms reflect student wants
This year’s dorm life will
emphasize student living the way
students want to live.
“I really think that positive
things
are
happening
here,”
David
McMurray,
assistant
director of housing, said.
Much of the way stuents will
live this year in the dorms is
based on responsible freedom he
said.
Responsible
freedom
as
defined
by a housing office
brochure is “the concept that
comes
from
the belief that
learning is a continuous process
and
that
often
the
more
effective learning is a continuous
process and that often the more
effective
learning
is in
an
informal,
nonstructured,
non-credit
earning
situation
outside the classroom away from

acknowledged experts.”
“Residence hall living is a
consistent pattern of rules that
are developed by the community

and demand
individual
community,”

respect for each
within’
the
the brochure said.

Student government
McMurray said that most of
the students’ individual rights
and responsible freedoms are

maintained

through

the

halls’

student government known as
the Inter-Residence Hall Council
{IRC] which has a legislative
branch and a judicial branch.
Each of the 24 living groups
in the housing system is required
to send a representative to the
residence hall council.
McMurray said the legislative
branch is similar to the general
student body’s government and
has seceral committees with the
same responsibilities.

Judicial branch
The judicial branch of dorm
government is divided into three

basic areas. There is a board for
Humboldt Village, the canyon
housing
and
Redwood
and
Sunset Halls.
Within each area the judicial
boards are called when there is a
complaint about a living group
member. Complaints are filed by
a fellow student or a housing
official.
McMurray
said the boards
have the power to punish the
individual in such a way as is
“relevant to the offense.”
If the offense is between two
different groups then the whole
judicial board meets to arrive at
a decision.
McMurray
said
he
hoped
students
wouldn’t
look
at
student government as a game or
as not being relevant. He said he
has felt that these ideas haye
been
the
major
failures of
student government in the past.

Why write a letter home?
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Student services goal: Helping students adjust
Student
Personnel
Services
identifies a number of offices of
Humboldt State College by their
function.
These
offices
function
because, in the words of former
Dean
of
Students
Donald
Karshner,
“The
Humboldt
faculty is concerned with the
programs of learning, personal
adjustment,
and
the
social,
spiritual
and _ physical
development
of
students
as
contributing
factors
to
the
academic
success
of
our
students.”
Included
in
the
Student
Personnel Services are the dean
of students office, admissions
and records, activities office, the
counseling center, student health
service, placement center, the
housing office and the financial
aids office.

Dean of students

The dean of students office is
the respresentative of the college
administration whenever student
discipline is involved. This office
investigates
disciplinary
problems and advises both the
college
president
and _ the
Student Judicial Council in cases
that progress that far.
This office also acts as an
information service regarding the
general operation of the college,
its programs and personnel.
Located in Nelson Hall, east
wing,
the phone
number
is
826-3361.
Activities office
The activities office is part of
the dean of students office, but

performs

its

work

nearly

autonomously.
This is the office which most

students
meet
first, through
freshman orientation which it
conducts,
It also handles details of
campus
social life:
issues a
twice-weekly
event
bulletin,
maintains
the
master
Social
Calender, serves as counselor to
student organizations and clubs
and supervises the general social
program of the college.
The activities office serves as
the advisor
to the Student
Legislative
Council
and
supervises the expenditure of the
student body budget.
Finally,
the
lost-and-found
can be found here.
Activities shares
the same
office with the dean of students,
Nelson Hall, east wing, and the
phone number is 826-3366.

Admissions and records
The Office of Admissions and
Records does exactly what the
names suggests. It handles all
applications
for
admissions,
processes
advanced
standing
forms,
prepares
and _ sends
student
transcripts,
prepares
credential and degree checks,
makes residency determinations
and proccesses draft deferment
forms.
All
veterans
and _ veteran
dependent
programs
are
administered by admissions and
records.

This office also provides the
necessary
liaison
between
foreign students and the federal
government.
Located
in
Administration
207,
the
phone
number
is
826-3421.
The Student Health Center
provides limited clinical care for

students
and
refers
cases
requiring more extensive medical
care to off-campus physicians.
Emergency
care
is
also
available at the center for all
on-campus accidents,
The
required
physical
examinations
for
teaching
credentials,
athletics
and
competitive
sports
can
be
obtained here.
The center supervises campus
sanitation procedures and works
with public health authorities to
control

communicable

Building, the phone is 826-3146.

Counseling center
The counseling center exists,
according to tis counselors, ‘to
assist students to maximize their
alternatives.”’ In order to do this,
the office staff performs several
functions.
They offer three counseling
programs: individual counseling,
group
counseling
and
an
outreach program designed to
deal
with
organizations
and
groups as a whole.
necessary,

the

counseling

center acts as a referal agent on
mental health problems.
Information
and counseling
regarding military service and
the selective service are available
at the center.
The counseling center is at
1794 E st., phone 826-3236.

Job placement
The Placement and Career
Guidance Center works to find
employment, both part-time and

a

from us folks at

Housing

diseases.

Innoculations
against
these
diseases; are available at the
center.
Located in the Health Services

If

full-time, for the student and
graduate.
The
center
provides
vocational
counseling
and
guidance
in
job-hunting
techniques.
The placement center also
conducts
an
on-campus
recruiting
program
and
maintains
a _ library
of
occupational materials.
The office is in Nelson Hall,
west
wing,
and
the
phone
number is 826-3341.
The Housing Service assists
students in locating housing and
maintains a list of available and
recommended __ housing.
This

What about recreation? What
facilities can persons use for
exercise at Humboldt if they’re
not members of a school team.
Cedric R. Kinzer, director of
athletics said, ‘‘the only facilities
for which specific permission
must
be
granted
are
the
gymnasium,
field
house
and
football field.”
Students have relatively easy
access to the handball courts,
basketball floors, weight room,
swimming
pool
and_
tennis
courts.
The handball courts are open
in the field house from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. on week
days. The
basketball floor in the gym can
be used as long as there is
supervision. The weight room
adjacent to the training room in
the men’s side of the gym is

PART ONE

Sth, Eureka

who
students
and
teel
maltreated should call the office
at 826-3451.
Financial aids
regarding
Information
requirements and procedures for
financial aid is available at the
Financial Aids Office in Nelson
Hall, west wing. The phone
number is 826-3141.
The office will help plan the
student’s college finances and in
obtaining some type of financial
aid.
The office also administers
the various aid programs: grants,
and
scholarships
loans,
work-study.

Stretch those lazy muscles
in HSC recreation facilities

nn

407

office also deals with complaints

always open at 4 p.m.

The school swimming pool is
open
to
students
only
at
designated times as there are
classes and school teams using
the facility continually. After
school
starts
times will
be
established when the pool will
be available to students outside
of classes.
The tennis courts behind the
gym are generally open to all

persons.

Permission

for use of

the
gym,
field
house
and
football field can be gained by
contacting the business office
who in turn contact the Division
of
Health
and _ Physical
Education.
Students who are trained in
lifesaving
may
find
summer
employment’
through
the
Division office.
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Recycling center
(Continued from page 13)
control

over

decision

and

policy-making.

The groups represented on the
board
are
the Sierra Club,
Audubon
Society,
Boot and
Blister Club from HSC, the

Humboldt

Organization

Protection

of .the Environment

{HOPE],

the

for the

Phoenix

Environmental Committee from
College of the Redwoods, and
the
North
Coast’
Rivers
Association.
According
to _ longtime
workers
at
the center,
the
original funding will soon have
to
be
supplemented.
The
directors hope that the recycling
center can function efficiently
enough to provide
funds to
support
the
center’s
other
projects.

Three county agencies
control

enforcement

If you need help, are driving with a burned out headlight, are
smoking dope or in some way are breaking the law, there are
three major law enforcement organizations you might encounter.
Whether you call them or they’re called on you, the
organizations are the Arcata Police Department, California
a
Patrol [CHP], and the Humboldt County Sheriff's

oO

Humboldt State College is “within the city limits of Arcata, so
the primary law enforcement responsibility is with the Arcata
polise Department,”” Newsom Gibson, Arcata chief of police said.

Arcata Police
Gibson, who was the highest graduate of an FBI law
enforcement academy two years ago said the Arcata Police
Department investigates all accidents and crimes on campus and
coordinates other activities through the Humboldt State College
Campus Security.
Gibson said occasionally Arcata Police will help campus
security officers when more “manpower and facilities” are
required, such as arrests and bookings.
Frequent patrols are maintained through the campus. ‘“‘We’ll be
seen up there regularly”’ he said.

Highway Patrol

Other Projects ;,
Projects which are presently
under
consideration
by
the
directors
include
a_ speakers’
bureau
[designed
to
move
campus’
speakers
into
a
community
forum],
an
ecological

newsletter, catalogs of

environmental
materials,
the
establishment and maintenance
of an ecology library and reading
list,
and
lobbying
for
conservation
legislation at all
levels of government.
Because
of
the
center’s
volunteer worker policy, student
interest can take two paths. The
student can do his part in his
role of consumer: utilizing the
recycling center. The student
also has the opportunity to doa
small part as a volunteer.
The success of the Northcoast
Environmental Center depends
upon a number of things -- the
continued cooperation of six
separate
groups,
financial
support, the directors’ use of
their powers, adequate volunteer
labor, continued support from
industry -- but above all, the
center will live or die by the

degree

to

community

which

the

local

works to make it a

The California Highway Patrol has a prime function of insuring
“the safe use of our highway
system,’’
Captain
Orin
campus affairs last year when it
participated in a class from the
Free
University
called
“rap
sessions
with
the
California
Highway Patrol,”” and Camenish
said he hoped such relations
would continue.
Camenish
said
he
hoped
anybody interested in hitchiking
routes

or bicycles

routes

which

lead
around
local
freeways,
where such travel is prohibited,
would
come
to
the
office
located on 255 E. Samoa Bivd.,
Arcata, and get a map showing
Camenish,
of the
Area office said.
“We

Humboldt

act as a deterrent force,

that’s why we have black and
white cars and park out in the
open, so people can see us,” he
said.
In eariler interviews
most
officers of the local area said the
prime function of the CHP is
traffic enforcement
and _ that
actual investigations of crime are
rare, unless they are vehicle
crimes.

The local CHP was involved in

Buffy Saint Marie was one of the many performers
la
at HSC last year, by the College Program
rd.

On-campus

planned

entertainment

by program board

Most major entertainment on
campus is coordinated through
the
College
Program
Board

{CPB}.

Presented
Lindemenn
have been

quarter.

Major
activities
such
as
big-name _ concerts,
speakers,
motion pictures, and traditional
events
are
worked
on
by
members of CPB.
CPB
Coordinator
Chuck
Lindemenn said planned events
this year include speeches by:
Michael Harrington, the author

Traditional events presented
by
CPB
each
year
include
Homecoming
activities
and
Lumberjack Days.
Events during Homecoming
are a parade through Arcata,
queen election, talent show and
a formal dance. Homecoming

of THE
OTHER
AMERICA
AND
TOWARD
A
DEMOCRATIC
LEFT,
on
October 6. Hans Morgenthau, an

Lumberjack
extravaganza

happens November 6.

Hatfield.

The

routes

around

County sheriffs
largest law enforcement

organization

in

Humboldt

County is the Humboldt County
Sheriff's office.
Undersheriff
Robert
Bolimann said the office’s prime
function is to enforce the law in

the

“unincorporated

areas

of

Humboldt County.”
The sheriff's office is located

at 826

Fourth St., Eureka.

Quarter.
The
program
board
is
composed of a chairman who is
responsible for maintaining the

Robert Dole, Herbert Marcus, a
major leftest spokesman and
Garrett De Bell, editor of the
Environmental Handbook.

Doc Watson, John Lee Hooker,,

Mort

Sahil, and

possibly

Pete

Seeger
and Muddy Waters.
Several big-name concerts are

is
an
logging

and many contests. Lumberjack
Days
happen
during
Spring

United States Senator

Lindemenn
said CPB will
present for the first timea series
of
‘‘coffee
house
tours”
including Big Mamma Thorton,

Days
of

activities, loads of beer drinking

expert on international relations.
United
States Senator
Mark

all
alternate
freeways.

each
quarter
but
said no contracts
signed yet for fall

organization, a coordinator who
is
in
charge
of
booking
entertainment

and _

several

committees, each in charge of
different types of entertainment.
Students
interested
in
organizing events should contact
Lindemenn or CPB Chairman
Jim Crump, in the east wing of
Nelson Hall, 826-3358.

ARCATA SEAFOOD

In

addition
there
are
several
resident posts spread throughout

holocanthus

microcanthus

hii)

(0

diacanthus

st rig atus

cromileptes
Altrivelis
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

830G

Julie’s ARCATA FLORIST
942
G St.

822-1015

822-1578

Faler’s Pharmacy
1563 'G' ST.
features

Organic Vitamins
Organic Cosmetics

Also
WOMEN’S FASHIONS WITH A PERSONAL TOUCH
334-8 FIFTH ST.
EUREKA, CALIF. 96601
PH: (707) 443-8608

school supplies
at special student prices
Now under new

management

